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Tropical Climate Catamarans
Comfort matched with Performance
Infused Fiberglass Technology
Highly customisable catamarans

The Ceycat formula is matched perfectly for a comfortable and spacious layout, with a
reduced carbon footprint in design and manufacturing. Concept ideas steer toward a
certain design that is needed in the market.

These concepts look to identify areas of potential for future builds, and this is where
Ceycat design and boat building teams are able to combine efforts that ensure an
architecturally and structurally efficient design.

Sea Leisure Yachting Group specialises in:

All catamarans are available in sail and power versions.

CEYCAT RANGE 
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CEYCAT 53  

 

CEYCAT 55 

 

With Ceycat's large range, sustainability is always
at the forefront, merging both comfort and
performance from 53 to 55 feet, our range is
highly customisable. Ceycat 53 range is available
in 4 and 6 cabin versions with the option of
adding features such as a jet ski launcher,
kayak/SUP storage, bar area and much more.

A new project under development. We decided to
redesign the accommodation and self-isolation
requirements onboard to incorporate Covid-19,
by considering this  we  adjusted our production
mold in such a way to facilitate space onboard.
Ceycat 55 new design mold has already started, to
ensure  all imperatives are met.
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Ceycat 47 is designed to accommodate up to 25
passengers and has an open plan for better
views. It's ideal for day-cruises and sea leisure
activity. The current model is complete with 2
double cabins and a spacious relaxing and dining
area.

 

 

CEYCAT 47 



CEYCAT RANGE 

 

 

 

  

Jetski Launcher
Electric  BBQ
Stone finish Light weight (wall/counter)
Home Cinema
Gymnasium
Steam Room / Sauna
A/C throughout
Sail (and) Motor version available
Forward Cockpit/Lounge 
Dinning table to Day lounger bed conversion
Hull Finishes
Wood and Fabrics
Ribs - Standard to Multi-seat
Cockpit bar
Fishing package

 

OPTIONS

Plenty of possibilities for your own personalisation
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Model               
Builder
Architects                            
Cabin details 
Passengers capacity
Overall Length 
Maximum beam 
Draft 
Engine
Fuel capacity
Building materials

   
                        

 

CEYCAT
BAFF Polymech (Pvt) Ltd.
Sabrosa Rain
2 double cabins
25 passengers +  4 crews
14.6 m
7.8 m
1.22 m
2 x 3YM30C
2 x 215 liters
Laminated Fiberglass 
Polyester resin and sandwich PVC foam

 

CEYCAT 47
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MAIN DECK

The deck has an open cockpit with cozy
benches and cushions. In this shaded area, we
also provide foldable teak chairs and tables. 
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The starboard side hull has two
bathrooms for ladies and

gentlemen. Both have automatic
toilets and sinks with running

freshwater. Each hull has a cabin,
one guest cabin and one cabin for

the crew.
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CEYCAT 47 - PLANS  

 LOWER DECK
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UPPER DECK

CEYCAT 47 - PLANS  

 



SIDE VIEW
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CEYCAT 53 - 4C 

 

Model               
Builder
Architects                            
Cabin details 
Passengers capacity
Overall Length 
Maximum beam 
Draft 
Engine
Fuel capacity
Building materials

   
                        

 

CEYCAT
BAFF Polymech (Pvt) Ltd.
Sabrosa Rain
4 double cabins
8 passengers + 4 crews
15.8 m
8.4 m
1.15 m
2 x 53 HP YANMAR + SD
2 x 215 litres
Laminated Fiberglass 
Polyester resin and sandwich PVC foam
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Sailing in Jaffna, Northern province of Sri Lanka
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There are two gifts we should give our children. One
is an anchor, the other is Sails..
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SKY DECK

The Sky deck provides you with an elevated 360°
panoramic view around the boat. It's the best seat for
whale watching. Or you can hang out on the supersized
loungers to soak up the sunshine and enjoy sailing. Access
to the sky bridge is provided by floating stairs leading up
from the aft cockpit.
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The main deck  houses a spacious lounge
area with a full galley and a navigation
corner. The whole deck structure is
surrounded with large windows. The  roomy
cockpit is set at the same height as the
lounge and galley. 

From her al-fresco dinning area to her
shaded spaces and netted area on the
forward main deck she covers every base
for relaxation and entertainment.

MAIN DECK
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There is nothing like lying flat on
your back on the deck, alone except
for the helmsman aft at the wheel,
silence except for the lapping of the
sea against the side of the ship. At
that time you can be equal to 
 Ulysses and brother to him.”

 
― Errol Flynn
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Sunset on the forward bow seat
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A yacht is a sailing or power vessel used for
pleasure, cruising, or racing. Then there is
Ceycat, which goes beyond with design on
cabins, amenities that accommodate your
overnight use.

LOWER DECK
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TOP DECK 

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK

CEYCAT 53 - 4C  - PLANS  
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SIDE VIEW
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CEYCAT 53 - 6C 

 

Model               
Builder
Architects                            
Cabin details 
Passengers capacity
Overall Length 
Maximum beam 
Draft 
Engine
Fuel capacity
Building materials

Production time

We have a Ceycat 53 6 cabins
currently in production -
to be ready in a few months
(power version available).

   
                        

 

CEYCAT
BAFF Polymech (Pvt) Ltd.
Sabrosa Rain
6 cabins 
12 passengers +  4 crews
15.6 m
8.4 m
1.4 m
Yanmar Inboard, 80HP x 2nos
2 x 215 litres
Laminated Fiberglass 
Polyester resin and sandwich PVC foam
8 months for a new version
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The top deck on the Ceycat 53 - 6C includes
a lounge area and sunbeds. Access to the
Sky bridge is provided by floating stairs
leading up from the aft cockpit.

TOP DECK 
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The power to propel the craft is the sail and on a Ceycat is a
large white canvas that and is the most important sail used to
power the yacht. Electric winches have been placed so that it
is easy to control from the helm as with larger catamarans.

The Genoa extending past the mast and overlapping the main
sail also managed from the helm, makes easy working with it
also simpler. 
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“Our Ceycat formula is the perfect match for
a comfortable and spacious layout, but also
the reduced carbon footprint. With the
industry evolving to greener solutions, there
is a lot of time spent discussing being
cleaner on the water. Therefore, the
batteries during travel and mooring are
recharged from solar panels located along
the top deck roof, which results in eco-
friendly boat design. But the drive for a
greener future doesn’t stop there and the
company is embracing concepts and
identifying principles for future builds,
where the design and boat building teams
can combine efforts that results in the
perfect design."

MAIN DECK
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Peace is freedom in tranquility...
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Family might be defined as a group of people who are related to each other, but
it’s more than that on a Ceycat. It’s meaningful connection, the experience. It’s the

incredible bond created onboard..
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The cockpit is the heart of the yacht that offers
visibility to the aft and sides, and houses the focal
point for a place to watch the sunset over dinner.
The need for comfort and down-time in your
cockpit is the pride place of any owner and crew.

A modern lift provides good protection and
backrest comfort. The balance between the height
and space and how it works with structure, seating,
storage and all the rest.
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Sometimes you have to step off the beaten
path, for the bigger rewards in life.
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Life on a catamaran takes place on deck, but when
you do wish to relax in the inner hulls. You will
notice the cabins are spacious compared with the
standard. Ceycat was designed with comfort,
elegance and performance in mind, which gives you
the ample storage areas and feeling of tranquility
while underway.

LOWER DECK
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Decided to let my dreams set sail.
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Ceycat has been designed and modernised for tropical locations, equipped with
solar panels, desalination units used to make fresh water. The boat is thus
completely self-sufficient and will produce enough fresh water and power
throughout the entire cruise.
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TOP DECK 

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK

CEYCAT 53 - 6C - PLANS  
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SIDE VIEW
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CEYCAT 53 - DAY CHARTER

 

Model               
Builder
Architects                            
Cabin details 
Passengers capacity
Overall Length 
Maximum beam 
Draft 
Engine
Fuel capacity
Building materials

   
                        

 

CEYCAT
BAFF Polymech (Pvt) Ltd.
Sabrosa Rain
6 cabins 
12 passengers +  4 crews
15.6 m
8.4 m
1.4 m
Yanmar Inboard, 80HP x 2nos
2 x 215 litres
Laminated Fiberglass 
Polyester resin and sandwich PVC foam
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CEYCAT 53 - DAY CHARTER - PLANS  

 

LOWER DECK
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UPPER DECK



CEYCAT 55 - 8C 

 

The Ceycat 55' - can host 12 to 16 guests in soundly built
and comfortable conditions, where all cabins are spacious
with an en-suite bathroom as standard. The dining area
overlooking the aft of the yacht is a cool outdoor expansive
area, that connects seamlessly to the main saloon and bar
area. Equipped with a large galley, much storage, and
comfortable crew quarters, the design ensures that crew
are well looked after. The communication and multimedia
equipment features on-board are the latest technology.

The Ceycat 55 - 8C will be launching soon in 2022.
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CEYCAT 55 - 8C - PLANS  

 

LOWER DECK
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UPPER DECK



CEYCAT 55 - MOTOR VERSION
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Model               
Architects
Interior Design                           
No. of berths
Length
Length over all LOA
Beam overall 
Draft 
Displacement (EEC)
Full batten mainsail
Furling Genoa
Engine
Fuel capacity
Water capacity  
                        

 

CEYCAT
Sabrosa Rain
Sabrosa Rain
8 to 12
16.22m/53'
16.22m/53'
8.4m/27"6'
1.3 m
21 t
93 m³
30 m³
 2 x Yanmar Inboard, 80HP
4 x 200 litres (Total 800 L)
4 x 215 litres (Total 860 L)

 



CEYCAT 55 - MOTOR VERSION - PLANS  
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info@slyg.global
+94 702 713 007 

Kabalana, Kathaluwa, Ahangama, Sri Lanka
www.slyg.global


